Here are the answers.  How did you do?  I’ve listed the title, composer, and genre for each piece.  Then I’ve either typed out some notes on the piece or listed some characteristics of the music.  I hope this helps.

Mystery Music 1:
Fugue in D Major
J.S. Bach
Fugue

	Imitation – returning theme or subject

Four voice fugue (listen for the four statements of the subject in the opening exposition)
Complex counterpoint
Instrument being played: harpsichord

Mystery Music 2:
Keyboard Sonata in D Minor
Domenico Scarlatti
Sonata (solo keyboard)

	Virtuostic performance (check out the rapidly repeated notes – tough to play!)

Instrument being played: piano (of course this would originally have been played on a harpsichord or clavichord)
The form is hard to hear but there’s no missing the frequently-returning opening passage of repeated notes – think “ritornello”

Mystery Music 3:
Cantata 140 “Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme”, movements 6 & 7
J.S. Bach
Cantata

These are the last two movements of the cantata.  Movement 6 is a soprano/bass duet “Mein Freund ist mein” and movement 7 is a chorale, meaning a four-part setting of a chorale (hymn tune) sung by the chorus.  I know we’re not all linguists here but if you caught that the text was German it might have served as a clue to the fact that you were listening to a cantata movement.  Listening to the duet you could’ve thought opera, oratorio, or cantata (although there really were no German operas at this point), but once you hear that four-part homophony of the chorale, there is really only one conclusion possible: cantata for the Lutheran church.

Mystery Music 4:
Violin Concerto in A Minor
Antonio Vivaldi
Concerto for solo violin

The genre should be clear after the first minute of listening.  The first thing you hear is full orchestra, followed by a solo violin with minimal accompaniment.  Notice that in the first entrance of the solo violin the violin plays the same melodic material as the full orchestra just did.  This is a common concerto characteristic which continues through the Classical and Romantic periods.  Notice the virtuoso violin playing by the soloist.  You can clearly hear the basso continuo part during the solo passages.  Finally, I hope you remembered the “R” word, ritornello, as you listened to this piece.  Just like in the movement of the Four Seasons that we listened to in class, the orchestra frequently returns with the opening musical material.







